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Established in 1845, J.W. Pepper is one of the world’s
leading sheet music retailers.
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CHALLENGES
►►
►►
►►

Consolidate 15 warehouses to two
Improve overall operational efficiencies
Streamline product shipments

RESULTS
►►
►►
►►

Reduced operating costs
Lowered average number
of shipments per order
Improved customer service
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THE CUSTOMER CHALLENGE
As one of the world’s leading sheet music retailers,
J.W. Pepper keeps school and community-based choirs,
bands, orchestras, jazz ensembles and church choirs
“in-tune“ around the country. The company is dedicated
to customer service first and foremost and ships all
in-stock products the same day ordered to more than
850,000 customers annually. Such a large clientele
combined with a tremendous demand for product
necessitates that the company manage a significant
amount of merchandise — 700,000 SKUs (stock-keeping
units) in their database and 125,000 SKUs in stock.
Headquartered outside of Philadelphia, the family-owned
business met customer demand by operating out of
15 warehouses, each serving different regions of the
country with inventory shared across all locations. Glenn
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Automated conveyor systems with new technology streamline processes and further reduce labor costs.

Burtch, J.W. Pepper’s President knew the company needed to make a change: “It was extremely costly and difficult to
manage inventory across 15 locations. This resulted in excessive shipments and meant pulling an order from perhaps
four different geographic locations which involved a lot of labor, boxes and shipping expenses. It was very costly to
us.” Customers experienced the impact too, receiving multiple deliveries and invoices for a single order.
A consultant proposed consolidation of the company’s warehouses. In the current economy, many companies are
consolidating their warehouses and/or distribution facilities. It saves manpower by eliminating redundancies at multiple
locations and, if properly executed, can streamline processes. Some companies must weigh these advantages against
potential additional transportation costs. For J.W. Pepper, there was no question that consolidation was a smart
business decision.

THE IDI LOGISTICS APPROACH
J.W. Pepper selected Atlanta and Salt Lake as locations for two distribution facilities and company executives
met with a developer to explore build-to-suit options for the Southeastern site. But when additional expenses kept
mounting beyond the original quote, they saw red flags. “We became uncomfortable,” says Glenn Burtch. The
company reached out to IDI Logistics and “the difference was immediately apparent. We knew we’d be working
with people we could trust.”
To help J.W. Pepper executives visualize the quality and insightful design that is characteristic of an IDI Logistics-developed
property, representatives took the team to an IDI Logistics spec building which had attributes similar to those the sheet
music company desired. From the curb appeal to the energy efficient features to the discerning details included in the
structure, “the quality of the space spoke to them,” says Lisa Ward, IDI Logistics Vice President of Leasing.
The executives were then taken to an 8-1/2 acre site in IDI Logistics’ WestPoint at Riverside development. “The site
had been cleared and graded,” says Ward. They could easily examine the view and elevation, plus visibility from the
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road — important because the facility would have a small retail component. They walked the site escorted by Ward
and IDI Logistics Vice President of Construction, Gill Shaw. “We try to have pad-ready sites,” Shaw explains. “Some
of our competitors don’t want to spend that money up front, but it makes it easier to visualize the end result.”
The outing led to a deal that culminated in the May 2009 opening of J.W. Pepper’s new Southeastern distribution
facility, and further cemented another crucial aspect of the consolidation plan — opening a second distribution facility
in an IDI Logistics inventory building in the west. The company wanted two centers for redundancy if a natural disaster
occurred, and also to quickly serve populations on both coasts.

THE RESULTS
J.W. Pepper’s 75,680-square-foot Atlanta facility is
visually appealing, with architectural detailing rarely seen
in industrial developments. It features 28-foot clearance
and seven-inch slab with dowel baskets — a feature the
customer felt was important for future resale value. The
warehouse has R25 roof insulation and is air conditioned
to protect fragile paper goods from the South’s humid
summers. The interior warehouse walls and even the
structure above are painted white to enhance brightness.
The property also has energy-efficient T5 fluorescent
lighting and automated controls, over 50 skylights, as well
as ESFR fire protection and a back-up generator to protect
IT functions and operations. Additionally, they installed
new technology with automated conveyor systems, further
reducing labor costs.
The company also occupies 48,000 square feet in IDI
Logistics’ The Landmark at Salt Lake City. The state-ofthe-art facility offers 30-foot clearance, seven-inch slab
and excellent truck dock capabilities.
“IDI Logistics was a dream to work with; they looked out
for our best interest,” says J.W. Pepper’s President. “Gill
handled the project as if he was the owner. He was very
protective and made sure the builder did things above and
beyond what we would have expected. He’d say, ‘There is
a right way to do it, so that’s the way we are going to do it.’
IDI Logistics didn’t take the cheap way out and didn’t look
solely at the bottom line. They are concerned not just about
the product, but also getting it right for the customer.”
The impact on J.W. Pepper’s operations has been
significant. “Consolidating our distribution centers has
brought many efficiencies to our company,” says Burtch.
“We have improved customer service, lowered the
average number of shipments per order, improved our fill
rates and can better manage inventory all while saving
a lot of money. Our cost of doing business has dropped
significantly,” he reports. “Both of our facilities are working
exceptionally well. We have always had pride in the level
of customer service we’ve offered, but with the two
distribution centers, we are now reaching levels of service
we could only dream about.”

The J.W. Pepper Atlanta facility features 28-foot clearance with
white interior walls and ceiling structure to enhance brightness.
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The executives were then taken to an 8-1/2 acre site in IDI Logistics’ WestPoint at Riverside development. “The site
had been cleared and graded,” says Ward. They could easily examine the view and elevation, plus visibility from the
road — important because the facility would have a small retail component. They walked the site escorted by Ward
and IDI Logistics Vice President of Construction, Gill Shaw. “We try to have pad-ready sites,” Shaw explains. “Some
of our competitors don’t want to spend that money up front, but it makes it easier to visualize the end result.”
The outing led to a deal that culminated in the May 2009 opening of J.W. Pepper’s new Southeastern distribution
facility, and further cemented another crucial aspect of the consolidation plan — opening a second distribution facility
in an IDI Logistics inventory building in the west. The company wanted two centers for redundancy if a natural disaster
occurred, and also to quickly serve populations on both coasts.

Retail store at J.W. Pepper’s Southeast Distribution Center.
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